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this year's edition of the ea nhl franchise is a huge step forward and is
one of the best sports games of the year. it has a great core gameplay

that allows you to truly control the action, while the franchise mode and
trax engine are top-notch. now all we need is for ea to make some smart

decisions to bring down the price, and nhl 2004 will be a slam dunk
purchase for every sports fan. this is not a perfect game. the menu is a bit

unwieldy, and the commentary has some issues. but overall, it's a
tremendous improvement over the previous installment. if you're a

hardcore hockey fan, you should definitely give it a try. nhl 2004 is a
fantastic game that should appeal to any hockey fan, even if you've never
played an ea nhl title before. the gameplay is slick and incredibly fun, and
the franchise mode is deep and offers a challenge that's unmatched in the

industry. the menu system is also easy to navigate, and the voiceover
work is a welcome addition, especially for those who like to watch hockey.

last year's nhl game, nhl 2003, had a number of bugs and glitches that
prevented the game from being as stable as it could have been. nhl 2004
has some new bugs, but they aren't game-breaking. they mostly come in
the form of an unresponsive ai or a glitch that prevents your players from

getting a clear look at the puck, but aside from those issues, nhl 2004
seems to be pretty solid. another reason that nhl 2004 is an improvement

over nhl 2003 is its audio. the commentary is better than ever, with
players like brian leetch and dave strader on the ps2 version, and ex-nhl
player craig simpson offering an all-new commentary on the pc version.

the sound effects are also a step up from the last edition. you won't think
you're playing a playstation 2 game if you switch over to the original
playstation--the audio is leagues better than nhl 2003, and you won't
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notice the difference if you play on either the ps2 or pc.
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